Evaluating Stream Protocol for a Data Stream Center
Abstract

Linnaeus University is aiming at implementing a Data Stream Centre to provide streaming of accumulated data from the websites’ newspapers and articles in order to help its scientists of University to have faster and easier access to the mentioned data. This mentioned project consists of multiple parts and the part we are responsible to research about is first nominating some text streaming protocols based on the criteria that are important for Linnaeus University and then evaluating them. Those protocols are responsible to transfer text stream from the robots (that read articles from the websites) to the data stream center and from them to the scientists. Some KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) are defined and the protocols are evaluated based on those KPIs. In this study we address evaluation of network streaming protocol by starting to read about the protocol’s specifications and nominating four protocols including TCP, HTTP1.1, Server-Sent Events and Websocket. Then, fake robot and server are implemented by each protocol to simulate the functionality of real robots, servers and scientists in LNU data stream center project. Later, the evaluation is done in the mentioned simulated environment using RawCAP, Wireshark and Message Analyzer. The results of this study indicated that the best suited protocols for transferring text stream data from robot to data stream center and from data stream center to scientist are TCP and Server-Sent Events, respectively. In the concluding part, other protocols are also suggested in the order of priority.
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1 Introduction

This chapter presents an introduction to this thesis. It starts with some background information in Section 1.1 and continues with motivation for this thesis in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 and 1.4 explain about problem statement and research questions, respectively. Contribution is discussed in Section 1.5 and an outline of the report structure is explained in Section 1.6.

1.1 Background

Currently, the amount of information available on websites in different formats is increasing constantly. Part of this vast amount of information can be accessed and fetched as text. Some texts on the websites are articles with different subjects which are of interest for a large number of people. Among them, some are restricted and available for internal use only. However, most of them are globally available and the interested people can access them easily. The exponential growth of the mentioned texts and data has caused increase in access request by interested users, scientist, organizations and companies. It is really important and sometimes vital for them to have live and fast access to the mentioned data to remain competitive through monitoring and analyzing the data. For example, a scientist can analyze the data to find interesting relationships between them. Also, in businesses, the companies try to maintain their reputation by analyzing their customers’ data, finding out about customers’ complaints and solving the users’ problems. This way, they can keep their customers happy and satisfied [35]. On the other hand, reputable companies like Twitter are getting more popular and can help businesses to acquire big amount of information (tweets) about specific subjects in which they are interested, through fast streaming. During the last few years, the topic of streaming has become fascinating to the researchers as streaming is about transfer of big amount of data which is increasing day by day. In order to transfer the mentioned data, it is needed to engage the streaming technology. For the same purpose, an appropriate protocol is needed to make this live stream happen. In fact, to govern the manner of data communication and to determine how to handle the errors, how to authenticate and assess elements such as syntax of data and headers, there are rules called communication protocols.

This thesis is aiming to help text-streaming transmission for Linnaeus University data stream center by evaluating four network protocol candidates selected based on project criteria including Websocket, TCP, Server-Sent Events and HTTP1.1 to find the most appropriate one.

1.2 Motivation

LNU Data Stream Center project is an ongoing project by Linnaeus University. This project is aimed to implement a data stream center to provide streaming of accumulated data from the websites’ newspapers and articles in order
to help its scientists to have faster and easier access to the mentioned data. A
datacenter is considered as a virtual or physical centralized repository for
computation, management, storage and dissemination of information and data
and normally includes computers, servers’ racks, cooling system, switch/routers and
other related equipment [47]. This project consists of multiple parts such as
implementation of robots (website-robots), implementation of infrastructure and
implementation and use of an appropriate network protocol in order to transfer the
data as text-stream from robots to the data stream center and deliver them from data
stream center to the scientists (as our clients). This study concerns the last part of
the project which is implementation and use of appropriate network protocol.

Robot is responsible to monitor a website continuously and send the stream of data
in text format or with JSON -JavaScript Object Notation- structure to the server
(publisher side) through a channel (Figure 1). Before transferring the data from
publisher to the broker, data preprocessing will be done by Apache storm [38]
which includes sorting the data based on its language, filtering and adding extra
information. After processing the data, it will be pushed to the broker and database.
Broker will be implemented by Redis (Nosql database) [39] which enables us to
categorize processed data that will be received from Apache storm. Also, the same
processed data will permanently be stored in a database in order enable us to have
future access to them. Scientist can subscribe to several different channels on broker

Figure 1: LNU Data Stream Center
to identify interesting correlations or can ask to have the oldest data from the database. But a problem may happen in this part which is called stall problem and happens when the destination side of text-streaming is slower than the source side. Handling stall problem is not part of this study so we will not further discuss it here.

Since we would like to preprocess the data, it is not possible to use message queue oriented protocols or connect the robots directly to the broker. We must have client-server relation in order to transfer the data from robots to the data stream center and some kind of channel to transfer the data from robot the server (Publisher side). In order to implement a channel, a protocol is needed to provide text-stream data between robot and server—the publisher-side. In the same way, an appropriate protocol is needed to be identified to stream data from server -subscriber side- to scientists. Data transmission between robots and data stream center (publisher-side) is trusted and we don’t have any firewall in that side. But the communication between data stream center and the scientists (subscriber side) is untrusted and we are not able to open any certain port for data transmission. Another issue is that we do not have any information about the implementation type of client that will receive data from data stream center (on subscribers’ side) and therefore we are not sure if it will be implemented by a browser or application. TCP as a transport layer protocol can not interact directly with a browser and most of the browsers are supporting application level protocols like HTTP. In fact, client implementation for scientists is not part of LNU Data Stream Center Project.

It is noteworthy that the criteria for selecting protocols are decided based on the requirements of the LNU project by the project manager and are to be: guarantee of packet delivery, compatibility with text-streaming in client-server implementation relation and using HTTP capabilities as an advantage (more explanation about the criteria and KPIs will be given in Subsection 3.2).

Communication network has significant impact on performance of data centers [46], [47] and in this thesis, we are primarily concerned with nominating some text streaming protocols to govern data communication with LNU data stream center. In the next step fake robot and fake server will be implemented by each protocol in our experimental environment which is a localhost machine, in order to simulate the functionality of actual ones. Finally, the selected protocols will be evaluated based on some KPIs such as: payload length, bandwidth usage, delta-time and interruption in data transmission. However, it is important to note that utilizing each approach to transfer text stream has some pros and cons and it is not true to say which protocol is the best and which one is the worst, since they are not fully alternative for each other.

We have emphasized on text format in this study since the data that is generated by robot in LNU data stream project is in text format with JSON structure. Therefore, other formats are not concern of this study.

As it explained earlier, we don’t have access to the scientist’s side and we don’t have necessary information about client implementation in that side but we will do the same experiment for both, publisher and scientist sides since they are doing the same thing and text streaming should be transferred in both sides. The difference is in interpretation of experimental results that the lack of information has caused.
1.3 Problem Statement

In today’s world of information and communication, the data on the internet increases extraordinarily. “On Wall Street and other global exchanges, electronic trading volumes are growing exponentially. Market data feeds can generate tens of thousands of messages per second” [36]. In order to provide fast access to the mentioned information in an organization, it is needed to engage streaming technology.

Moreover, in order to utilize streaming technology, we should find the most appropriate protocol to govern the data stream based on the organizational needs (e.g. in order to transfer the data event handling is needed or not), specifications (e.g. the client side is a browser or application) and criteria (e.g. how much the bandwidth usage of a specific protocol is important in order for text-streaming) to help the scientists in different sectors to have fast access to the data and information they need. By this thesis we aim to nominate some protocols that better meet the LNU project’s defined criteria (in subsection 1.2) and are able to transfer text as stream. The criteria as defined by the project manager are: guarantee of packet delivery, compatibility with text-streaming in client-server implementation relation and using HTTP capabilities as an advantage. Then we evaluate the protocols based on some KPIs to identify the best suited one for our purpose. These KPIs include: payload length, bandwidth usage, delta-time and interruption in data transmission.

1.4 Research Questions

Having the mentioned aim, his thesis is going to find the answer to the following questions:

RQ1: Which protocols better fulfill the criteria of LNU Data Stream Center Project for text streaming?

RQ2: Among the selected protocols, which one is the best to be used for the text-streaming from the robots to the LNU data stream center?

RQ3: Among the selected protocols, which one is the best to be used for the text-streaming from the LNU data stream center to the scientist?

1.5 Contributions

In this thesis we first nominate and then evaluate Websocket, Server-Sent Events, Http1.1 and TCP protocols to understand their behavior and how they perform with regard to transfer of text-stream. Adding new technology is always challenging and the results of this thesis can help organizations which intend to utilize one of the mentioned protocols, to govern text-stream data communication. This would be especially helpful with Server-Sent Events and Websocket which both are new compared to HTTP1.1 and the traditional TCP protocol. Hence, we believe that the results of this thesis can be useful for network developers, who decide to transfer text-stream over the wired network with similar plan as that of Linnaeus University (from the robots to the data stream center and from the data stream center to the clients) or for any other client and server data communication.
1.6 Report Structure

This thesis is organized as follows:

The thesis starts with chapter 1, the present chapter, which is an introduction of the research topic. This chapter starts with covering the background and motivation for this thesis. Also, the problem statement and research questions are explained and contribution of the research to the domain is included.

The second chapter concerns how and why the nominated protocols are identified. Moreover, each protocol is explained to provide a background for the topic under research.

Methodology and data collection methods and justification for the use of the chosen methods are discussed in chapter 3.

Chapter 4 is called implementation which starts with explaining about the tools that are used during the experiment. Later it continues with necessary explanation about the experimental environment and explanation about main the part of our implementation.

Chapter 5 is devoted to evaluation. Firstly, the evaluation metrics will be clarified and then the collected data will be visualized and analyzed. Later the result will be evaluated in two part. This chapter is divided into two experimental parts and a summary is included at the end of each part.

In Chapter 6 the final conclusion from this study is summarized and suggestion for further research is presented.
2 Background

In this chapter the necessary information about the candidate protocols will be presented. Section 2.1 explains about the protocol search and selection process. Section 2.2 reviews the necessary information about each candidate protocol and is divided into four subsections. This section is devoted to TCP as Subsection 2.2.1, HTTP1.1 as Subsection 2.2.2, Server-Sent Events as Subsection 2.2.3 and Websocket as Subsection 2.2.4.

2.1 Protocol Search

As the main goal of this thesis is evaluating text-stream protocols, we decided to find our candidates among those that are able to transfer text data as stream. In fact, there exists quite a large number of protocols over the internet that are involved in transmitting the data. The limitations of such a project does not provide us with the conditions to test and evaluate all the existing protocols. Therefore, we needed to limit our list of protocols to be evaluated in this project. For the same purpose we used LNU project requirements that define a set of criteria to select our candidate protocols. To find out which protocols among this large number of existing protocols meet our project criteria we did a literature review. Selection of a list of protocols as part of this study needed a review of different sources about the existing protocols to justify a list for our evaluation. In our literature review we looked for the protocols which are being more commonly used for similar purposes. We also searched about famous companies that have streaming APIs like Twitter, to understand the approach and the protocol they are using. Our review of literature indicated that HTTP is the protocol being used by Twitter for text streaming [50]. Similar studies have been done in the related fields for some protocols, but for different infrastructures and with different goals. For example, some researches have been done in order to understand about the performance of a specific protocol [3] and some others are devoted to a specific infrastructure [16].

It is an advantage for a network protocol to be able to send and receive data in two direction (bidirectional) and at the same time (full-duplex). However, there are some protocols that are not bidirectional but can be used as stream protocol, for instance HTTP is not bidirectional, but it is the basis of some other protocols. Some protocols are using HTTP for handshaking (like Websocket) and some other protocols have been created by changing the structure of HTTP (like Server-Sent Events). HTTP-based protocols (which can use HTTP both for data transmission or handshaking) are more effective on delivering streams since they can be used with the standard web servers.

After these review of the protocols specifications in the related literature, a list protocols are nominated based on the LNU Project criteria which are as follows:

- The text-stream protocol must be appropriate to be implemented in stand-alone client-server relation (explained in Section 1.2);
- The protocol must guarantee packet delivery;
- Being able to use HTTP protocol’s capabilities during the communication is an advantage.
We exclude those protocols which are used for video streaming or audio streaming. Using TCP in video and audio streaming causes some delay due to routing selection and error control of this protocol [44]. For the same reason audio and video streaming protocols are generally using UDP [40,45] to transfer the data and this may lead to packet loss since there is no mechanism in UDP to guarantee to deliver the packets. Moreover, these days RTP (Real-Time transport Protocol) and RTMP (Real Time Message Protocol) are two basic popular protocols that are being used for media streaming [48]. RTP is designed for audio streaming and video streaming like video teleconference which is based on UDP protocol [49]. RTMP (made by Adobe) is another streaming protocol but does not use caching mechanism like HTTP that causes increase both in data transmission speed and in compatibility with most of the existing firewalls. Also RTMP is designed for streaming data between a Flash player and a server [48]. Consequently, we exclude RTP and RTMP. Also for the same reason we exclude some other protocols like WebRTC (Web Real Time Communications) and UDT (UDP-based data transfer protocol). This is because WebRTC is made mainly for video and voice streaming rather than text streaming and both protocols are UDP based and cannot guarantee packet delivery [51] [52]. Message queue protocols are also excluded since based on the criteria and because of data preprocessing in data stream center we need to implement protocol in client and server relation. Therefore, it is not possible to directly transfer data from robots to the broker (Figure 1), while message queue protocols can be used to transfer data from robot to broker directly without need to any client server relation implementation.

Based on the aforementioned criteria, and according to what explained in Subsection 1.2 about trusted and untrusted side, our qualified protocol for trusted side (robot to data stream center) are TCP, HTTP1.1 and Websocket. Also our qualified protocols for untrusted side (data stream center to scientist) are HTTP1.1, Server-Sent Events and Websocket. Therefore, all our qualified protocols are listed as below:

- **Websocket**: It is bidirectional and full duplex protocol, and has HTTP level handshaking and guarantees the packet delivery.
- **TCP**: It is bidirectional and full duplex protocol which guarantees the packet delivery.
- **HTTP1.1**: It is a new version of HTTP protocol which can be used as text-stream with delivery guarantee.
- **Server-Sent Events**: It is a unidirectional protocol from server to the client only. HTTP based which can guarantee delivery of text data as stream.

### 2.2 Protocols

As discussed earlier in this chapter, we decided and chose our protocols based on some criteria. In this section we are going to discuss the candidate protocols in more details. All the four chosen protocols are explained and the required information about them are provided under the four sub-sections below.
2.2.1 TCP

It is really important to understand the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) since it is the main protocol in the internet protocol suites [15]. TCP is working with Internet Protocol (IP) and is making a bi-directional connection which means the client and server can send and receive data simultaneously. The TCP connection is maintaining a communication until client or server sends the message in order to finish transmission. For the same reason TCP is called a connection-oriented protocol. TCP is a transport layer protocol which ensures packet delivery over the internet and makes reliable connection between client and the server over an unreliable network [17].

There is a conceptual and logical network model that divides the network communication to seven layers in OSI model or four layers in TCP/IP model (Figure 2.1). Each layer builds upon the previous layer and performs a specific task to complete the communication. To transmit the data via TCP, data encapsulation is needed and for the same purpose the data have to pass to TCP from upper layer protocol (Figure 2.1) [18]. After encapsulation of the data to a segment, it is time to encapsulate the given segment to datagram and send it via point-to-point transmission over IP in physical layer.

To Establish a TCP connection from client to the server, which is called three-way handshaking, first client sends SYN (Sync request) to the server and lets the server know about its sequence number (for example X). Then the server responds with ACK (Acknowledge response) that means it has received the sequence number X and will send SYN and its sequence number (for example Y) to the client [18]. Finally, the client will send its ACK to the server [18] and the data transmission will begin (Figure 2.2).

On the other hand, in terminating a connection, the scenario is slightly different from establishing the connection. One point can start the terminating scenario with sending the FIN (Finish) to another point. To be more specific, assume that client sends FIN to the server, then server will respond with ACK, that it has received the message, and FIN to terminate the connection. In the final step, the client will send the ACK to the server to say that it has received the server’s message and the connection will be close as soon as the mentioned message is received by the server [18] (Figure 2.2).
These days it is hard to pass through the internet via TCP port since most of the firewalls block TCP ports and HTTP (80) and HTTPS (443) ports became the standard port to communicate over the internet. Also all modern browsers are using HTTP1.1 persistence connection [41] and its plain request and response. Explanation about this type of connection will be presented in the next subsection.
2.2.2 HTTP1.1

This traditional communication protocol for the World Wide Web has been announced in early 1990[8]. HTTP uses a synchronous way to send and receive the data between web client and web server as the client sends the request to the server and waits for the response from the server [2]. This process is sufficient for some of the web clients which need to load the webpages and post the request to the server and then wait for the results [2].

This scenario which is used by HTTP1.0 protocol, is used in about 75% of internet backbone traffic and has been improved by adding and updating its features in HTTP 1.1 [1]. In fact, HTTP1.1 is an enhanced version on HTTP1.0 that transfers the data in a more secure way [4]; but one of the biggest differences between HTTP1.0 and HTTP1.1 is in their implementation that causes different packet transmission structures through the network.

Figure 2.3: Request and response steps in HTTP 1.0
As Figure 2.3 indicates in HTTP 1.0, the client has to send request per each data transfer and after the data transmission, the connection will be closed [1]. The same scenario must be implemented for each request and response. This is while HTTP 1.1 uses a persistent connection [6] to have more than one request/response.

Figure 2.3.1: Request and response steps in HTTP 1.1 (up) persistent connection, (down) pipeline in persistent connection
per each HTTP connection and due to this feature, HTTP1.1 can be used to fetch data as a stream [1]. HTTP1.1 runs on top of TCP (like HTTP1.0) and allows multiple request to be pipelined (Figure 2.3.1) in buffer in order to transfer the data faster and consequently reduce the web traffic. It should be mentioned that in some cases of implementation of HTTP1.0, using the keep-alive header can make a connection similar to persistent connection in HTTP1.1, but it makes some proxy-server issues. This is while HTTP1.1 and its persistent connection [11] provide better request handling via proxy servers. Persistent connection increases the performance through many ways such as reducing the network overhead, reducing the IO calls and as a result reducing the system resource usage [3]. Lack of persistence-connection feature by itself is convincing enough to continue with HTTP1.1 and omit HTTP1.0 from the candidate protocols list, as it is not possible to transmit the data as stream without persistence-connection. From now on, we will continue with HTTP1.1 and will not get in more detail about the older HTTP1.0 protocol.

It should also be mentioned that HTTP1.1 uses both polling and long polling [5] techniques to receive data (or notification/event) from server. In polling, the client has to send request for each notification (even if there is not any notification ready) while in long polling the server will keep the connection alive until an event becomes available to be sent to the client [12].

Moreover, HTTP1.1 uses caching mechanism that can improve distribution efficiency and quality of the service by reducing the redundant information-request that causes decrease in both CPU load and network load [3]. It should be noted that only static resources should be cached and caching the dynamic resource will prevent the user from receiving up-to-date data, which is not recommended [3].

2.2.3 Server-Sent Events

As mentioned in HTTP section, there are some approaches to receive event from the server such as polling and long polling. However, polling will use more network resources since it needs to send request (GET) to the server for each notification [11]. The mentioned notification may not be ready in the same time, so the client has to send the request again [11]. For the long polling, it is true that server keeps the connection open and will not reply to the request immediately, but server will close the connection once the new message becomes ready and be sent to the client [11].

Another approach to transfer data between the client and server is Server-Sent Events which originally has been developed by Opera (2006) [21]. In fact, Server-Sent Events is an API which keeps open an HTTP connection for a long time, to receive push notification from the server in a special form [22]. This form can be registered on different event handlers by programming languages [22].

However, Server-Sent Events is a JavaScript API with support within all HTML5-complaint browsers [23]. Server-Sent Events is similar to HTTP streaming connection and uses regular HTTP technique (like push technique). It is an advantage to make unlimited (in time) persistent connection between the client and the server to send the events to the client while the mentioned event (messages) can have optional event-name [11]. Server-Sent Events is not a substitution for polling and long-polling [23]. However, depending on the purpose for which Server-Sent
Events is used, it may serve as an optimized version of them [23]. Server-Sent Events is designed to standardize and decrease complexity in HTTP’s Comet-based (Long-held HTTP request) strategy for future web-application [24].

Figure 2.5 portrays establishing a connection in Server-Sent Events. As it is indicated in Figure 2.5, the client sends a regular HTTP request to the Server-Sent Events’ server. The only difference between regular HTTP request and Server-Sent Events client’s request is the content type of request message.

The client must specify text/event-stream to let the server know the content type needed. If the server supports event streaming, it will respond with the same content type (text/event-stream) and from that point, inside an unlimited (time) streaming connection, the events will be sent (in the format of text) to the client whenever it is ready on the server.

This protocol uses a subscribe-publish model which means when the client subscribes to a channel, it will receive updates from the server (real-time) without needing any request from the client [23]. Also in case of any disconnection, the client can leverage the Last-Event-ID header which leads to let the server know about the missed events and the server will resend all the missed events [23]. In fact, the server restarts streaming events from the point the client left off [20].

Figure 2.5: Server-Sent events diagram
2.2.4 Websocket

What HTTP does is acceptable for most of the network infrastructures. These days HTTP (and HTTP based) technology is used more by companies as it is more firewall friendly and also more ISP (Internet Service Provider) and organizations support its features. But HTTP, as a synchronous technology can not completely satisfy the new services like streaming data transfer, which needs to be more compatible and flexible with asynchronous data inside the web. In fact, the applications which need real-time data, have to use different protocols according to their criteria to meet their needs and that is the reason why different protocols are defined in Internet Protocol Suite [9]. The User Diagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) are two well-known protocols that are used in real-time communication. While UDP does not guarantee the packet delivery of the same sequence of data, TCP guarantees that. For instance, VOIP technology is over UDP and most of the web applications use application layer protocol over TCP. However, as it was mentioned earlier, among the application layer protocols that transmit the data over TCP, HTTP is used more frequently. But, considering the restriction of HTTP regarding its header overhead and synchronous structure, we introduce another protocol in this subsection.

The protocol that was recently introduced as part of HTML5 standard is called Websocket which can be claimed to be the main upgrade in web communications history [10]. Websocket is an application level, bi-directional and full duplex communication protocol which means it can send and receive the data at the same time simultaneously on top of TCP by bringing the flexibility of TCP to the web applications. Websocket can be used by any client and server as long as they are implementing the Websocket protocol. Also all the modern browsers are compatible with Websocket [43].

Figure 2.6: Websocket diagram
In fact, the bi-directional technique in Websocket performs as an alternative for polling technique in HTTP [12]. Websocket is similar to TCP not only in functionality, but also in handshakes with HTTP 1.1 and also it inherits all the benefits of existing web infrastructure such as: native web browser support, firewall/proxy compatibility, URL-based endpoint and omitting the length limit [13]. Websocket uses an asynchronous way to transmit the data (Figure 2.6).

Websocket starts with TCP handshaking that contains three messages and starts from the client to the server (three-way handshaking). Later, to establish a Websocket session, two messages will be exchanged starting from client to the server. For the same purpose, Websocket is using HTTP handshaking level (by using the benefit of HTTP protocol) that starts by sending upgrade request from the client.

The client sends Websocket Upgrade Request via HTTP GET request. HTTP header contains the information that are needed to be upgraded to the Websocket connection (Figure 2.7).

```
GET /chat HTTP/1.1
Host: server.example.com
Upgrade: websocket
Connection: Upgrade
Sec-WebSocket-Key: dSM11HNNbhXBSZBuZ5j2Q==
Origin: http://example.com
Sec-WebSocket-Protocol: chat, superchat
Sec-WebSocket-Version: 13
```

Figure 2.7: Websocket upgrade request [14]

If the server supports the Websocket protocol, it will answer the Websocket Upgrade Response (Figure 2.8).

```
HTTP/1.1 101 Switching Protocols
Upgrade: websocket
Connection: Upgrade
Sec-WebSocket-Accept: s3pPLMRiTXaQ9kYGzihXZBbK+X0c=
Sec-WebSocket-Protocol: chat
```

Figure 2.8: Websocket upgrade response [14]

From this point, the data between client and server will be transmitted in asynchronous and full-duplex mode and client and server can send application-specific payload to each other [13]. Websocket is a message-oriented protocol. Based on Websocket API, Websocket protocol has a feature called Event-Handling which handles the events efficiently. The client and the server are able to communicate with each other at the specific time when connection is established, message is received, connection is closed and any error occurs. Websocket Event-
Handling makes it easier to communicate between client and server asynchronously [30].

When a Websocket connection is established, the server will push the updates to the client in an asynchronous way [31]. Moreover, the client will receive message about OnOpen (when connection is established) and for each message it will receive message about OnMessage from the server (Figure 14.2). Also the client will receive message, in case of any error or when connection is closed due to OnError and OnClose methods, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OnOpen</td>
<td>Connection is opened and ready to transfer the payload data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnMessage</td>
<td>Message has been received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnClose</td>
<td>Connection closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnError</td>
<td>An connection error occur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.9: Websocket Event-Handling

It is worth mentioning that by using Websocket protocol, clients and servers are allowed to convert their HTTP connection to completely different protocols in the format that they agree on [20]. Utilizing the Websocket protocol will create a persistent connection that reduces the number of transmitting packets by eliminating the HTTP overhead and request [14]. Considering these features of Websocket, we selected it as another candidate protocol to be evaluated in this research.
3 Method

The Method chapter explains about the method we used to solve the problem under this study. This Chapter consists of three sections. In Section 3.1 we will explain about the research method that we used. Section 3.2 will clarify why we selected and used our specific research method. Section 3.3 explains about how we collected our data and increased their validity.

3.1 Scientific Approach

In this thesis we will nominate some appropriate protocols for text-streaming according to project criteria and evaluate them in our simulated environment based on some KPIs. In a number of previous studies with the similar subject [13, 16] a simulated environment was created and quantitative method was used to answer the research question. Quantitative method is investigating observable phenomena via statistical, computational or mathematical technique in a systematic empirical way [42]. Any numerical form of data can be quantitative data and can be analyzed in quantitative method [42].

In this study we will evaluate our nominated protocols through numerical data we collected using a set of tools. Therefore, in this thesis a quantitative method will be used and a set of experiments will be conducted in order to collect the required data to find the answer to the research questions.

We started by reading about each protocol’s specification to collect some information about them and prepare our list. In the next step we will build our experiments environment by implementing client and server by each protocol and simulate the functionality of real robots and real servers. The quantitative and main data for this study will be collected through experiments and the mentioned data will be analyzed in the next step. For the same purpose we will use some standard analysis tools such as RawCap to collect the data, and Wireshark and Message Analyzer in order to visualize our data. Later we will interpret the results based on the visualized data. More explanation about the tools used for the experiments are given in Chapter 4.

3.2 Method Description

After our literature review and reading articles with the similar subjects, we decided that the standard way to compare different protocols is to generate the results from experiments. As it was explained in Chapter 2, some criteria are defined based on the project requirements in order to select our protocols. By reading about each protocol’s specifications we could gather the information and decide which protocols meet our criteria.

We also defined some KPIs to evaluate protocols in experimental environment. The mentioned KPIs can not be measured by reading protocols’ specifications since it is not a trustable way to measure them by comparing their structure and specification.
Table 3.1 illustrates a summary of all the requirements that we specified to select our candidates. The first three requirements (in Table 3.1) that are explained in Chapter 2 are those criteria about which we collected information by reading each protocol’s specification:

- Being able to implement in client-server relation to transfer text stream
- Packet delivery guarantee
- Being able to use HTTP protocol advantages

Based on the information in Table 3.1, our nominated protocols met most of the requirements. The last four KPIs in Table 3.1 are those which should be measured through experiments in order to evaluate the protocols. For instance, some evaluation metrics like bandwidth usage can only be measured through experiment and by using experimental method. In our experiments, the following KPIs will be measured for the protocols:

1- Delta-time: Which is the time passed to receive one message from source to the destination. A low delta-time means the given message has been received to the destination faster.

2- Payload length: Which is the size of packet (normally is shown in bytes) that contains the necessary data (given message) and may be different for each protocol because of differences in architecture of each protocol. Payload length can affect the amount of generated network traffic.

3- Bandwidth usage: Which more depends on payload length (packets with bigger payload length need more bandwidth to be transferred) and the number of packets which are exchanged between client and server to
transmit message from the source to the destination. It is worth mentioning that more bandwidth usage needs more hardware resources to transfer the data.

4- **Interruption in data transmission**: Interruption can be generated by duplicate ACKs, application glitch and lost segments [32].

In order to measure these KPIs, a simulated lab will be used to put the protocols under stress. Also we will get help from a number of standard network tools including *RawCap*, *Wireshark* and *Message Analyzer* in order to monitor and visualize the data. The mentioned tools will also be used to collect the data that are needed to evaluate the nominated protocols.

Java programming language will be used to implement fake robot by each protocol to simulate the functionality of robots and generate fake data, similar to the data which will be generated by real robots. Also, we will use some external library in order to implement fake robots. In the next step, we will implement four different servers by each protocol to receive fake data from each mentioned robot. In the implementation of servers, we will use Java programming language and the necessary external libraries. In the program that we will develop for each protocol, it is possible to echo the messages in a specific size and specific delta-time interval between client and the server. It means that it is possible to increase or decrease the size of message. Also the speed of generating the messages can be changed. As it was explained earlier, in LNU Data Stream Center project, the data will be transferred from the servers to the scientist-clients and the same condition applies there.

At the beginning the idea was to use LNU’s server to perform experiments, but it was not agreed by the University and we will use one machine to do our experiments. Our client and server implementation will be done on a same host machine and they will be connected to each other on a localhost network. The hardware and software specifications of mentioned machine is given in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Client</strong></th>
<th><strong>Server</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel Core i7 – 3630QM 2.4-3.4 GHZ</td>
<td>Intel Core i7 – 3630QM 2.4-3.4 GHZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>16 GB DDR3</td>
<td>16 GB DDR3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Qualcomm Atheros AR8151 PCI-E Gigabit Ethernet Controller (NDIS 6.30)</td>
<td>Qualcomm Atheros AR8151 PCI-E Gigabit Ethernet Controller (NDIS 6.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Windows 10 64-bit</td>
<td>Windows 10 64-bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP implementation</td>
<td>Java.net.socket (Java JDK 8)</td>
<td>Java.net.socket (Java JDK 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP implementation</td>
<td>jersey</td>
<td>jetty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Jersey.client 1.9.1)</td>
<td>(Jetty 9.3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websocket implementation</td>
<td>jetty</td>
<td>jetty - servlet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Jetty 9.3.0)</td>
<td>(Jetty 9.3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server-Sent Event Implementation</td>
<td>jersey</td>
<td>jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Jersey.client 1.9.1)</td>
<td>(Jersey.media.SSE 2.22.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Experimental environment configuration

In our implementation, we will use the following external library and framework:
- **com.googlecode.json-simple** (json-simple 1.1.1) in order to generate message in json format. This library will be used in implementation of fake robots for TCP, Websocket and HTTP1.1 protocols. Also this library will be used in Server-Sent Events’ server.

- **Spring framework** (3.2.5) to configure and setup Websocket’s fake robot and server.

Also, REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture will be used in implementation of HTTP and Server-Sent Events in order to facilitate communication with the server. REST is a software architecture style that counts on a stateless client-server communication and tries to reduce network communication and latency, while at the same time increases the independency and scalability of server [33]. To communicate with a REST server, these four basic actions are needed: Create, read, update and delete which are all together called CRUD [34].

Then, data transmission will be started in our simulated environment and by using our network analysis tools we will collect the required data, visualize the data and evaluate them based on experiment’s results. For the purpose of this thesis, given the limited time, resources and facilities, we settled with the mentioned approach; otherwise, we preferred to do our experiments in a real infrastructure (for example in Linnaeus University’s IT department, over its network and on real servers).

### 3.3 Reliability and Validity

A research can be considered as valid when it uses an appropriate tool for measurement and it is reliable when the result and the experiment can be repeated in other environments and situations [37]. In this study we will use standard network monitoring tools to collect our data. At the beginning, we will implement the fake robots and servers for each protocol separately in order to transmit text-stream. During the streaming we will use our candidate protocols to govern the mentioned data transmission. In order to increase internal validity, we will disable all the possible processes on localhost traffic that may affect the setup except those which are needed for the experiments. Therefore, a network mapping method like NAT will not have effect on the result. Also we will repeat the experiments to make sure about the internal validity of the results. It should be mentioned that the result of this research will not affect learning and habituation since the client and server that are implemented in this thesis are not able to learn or experience.

In order to increase the external validity, we will generate the messages in JSON format in data transmission since the message format in real project is JSON. Afterwards, the protocols will be put under stress by increasing the message size and decreasing the time interval for sending the messages. This is because the size of article that will be read by real robot may be bigger than what is expected. This way we will increase external validity and understand each protocol’s behavior and how they handle big size message transmission.

Another factor that we suppose may increase the external validity is to implement clients and servers in a way to be able to decrease the interval time.
between generating the messages. The reason is that in real LNU project, the number of robots may be increased based on the scientists request and by increasing the number of robots, the interval time between generating the messages will be decreased.

In order to increase the reliability of the research we will do the experiments in the same environment for each protocol. Also we will transfer the same message by each protocol to ensure the consistency of this study. Moreover, we do experiments with reliable and standard tools and we will repeat our experiment several times in some cases where the results are a bit fluctuated. Then we will calculate the average from our experimental results. It is important to note that this experiment is to be conducted on wired network and the results of the same experiments on wireless network can be different as the condition for wireless network is different. For example, wireless network is more affected by environmental noises and bit error while wired network is more affected by wire related problems like congestions [19]. Therefore, the result from the present experiment can not be generalized for the wireless network.
4 Implementation

This chapter explains about our implementation scenario. Section 4.1 clarifies more about the tools we used during the experiments. In Section 4.2 the experimental environment is described and section 4.3 is devoted to implementation codes, but only the main parts of implementation codes are explained. Subsection 4.3.1 to 4.3.4 are dedicated to implementation of fake robot and server for TCP, HTTP1.1, Server-Sent Events and Websocket respectively.

4.1 Tools Used

Our review of related literature indicated that in other similar studies, tools like WireShark Network Protocol Analyzer [25], NetBeans [26] HTTP Server Monitor and the like have been used [17]. However, during this project we need to monitor and analyses packets in more detail. So we will disregard tools like NetBeans HTTP Server Monitor and Eclipse TCP/IP monitor and will continue with tools that have more features to get information about packets payload content, size, creation time and so on.

Also in order to more easily collect information about the packets, we decided to use the analysis tools which have features showing the packets as stack; these features are called Stack-View. To elaborate more on Stack-View, assume that 3 packets are involved in transmitting a message, Stack-view will show this message as a stack with three layers; each layer shows one of the mentioned packets.

In this study, for observing and analyzing the network traffic, the following tools will be used:

1- *RawCap*: A free command-line tool that can be used to monitor network traffics on windows and is using raw sockets [28]. Also it can create log file to be used in WireShark and Message Analyzer. During this project, RawCap is used to collect the localhost-traffic logs and make file with *pcap* suffix which can be opened and analyzed in Wireshark and Message Analyzer.

2- *Wireshark*: This tool helps to analyze network protocols and understand what happens inside network in depth [25] and generate statistic for network traffic. Wireshark is used in this project to help in analyzing the given pcap file and generate the bandwidth usage graph.

3- *Message Analyzer*: This tool has the same functionality as WireShark, but contains more features (like Stack-View) to analyze packets in detail. Message Analyzer is used to capture the packets in detail and help in analyzing network traffic [29]. During this project, Message Analyzer is used in order to help us to find delta-time data and generate the graph to analyze data interruption.
4.2 Implementation

As it was discussed in Section 3.2, we implemented fake robot to simulate the functionality of real robots. In all of our implementations, we used a class called *FakeRobot* to create the customized messages in the desired size and in JSON format. This class contains a big text message by default, the size of which is customizable and can be increased to double, triple and more, based on requested size.

From now on, in this section we will call the fake robots as “clients” to make it easier to follow. Clients replace the real robots in order to generate text message. The size of such messages is customizable and the time interval between sending the messages can be changed.

Figure 4.1: Transmitting fake text (in JSON format) from client to the server by Websocket, HTTP1.1 and TCP protocols

As our implementation shows in Figure 4.1, transmission of Websocket, HTTP1.1 and TCP protocols is from client to the server side, while transmission of Server-Sent Events is from the server to the client. This is because Server-Sent Events is a unidirectional protocol that transmit the data only form server to the client. In this thesis we implemented a simple version of client and server, using each protocol in order to do our experiments. In the next sections of this chapter, we will present only the main part of our implementation’s code that is important to understand the process of this study. Further detailed explanations and implementation codes can be found in References list [53].
4.2.1 Client and Server Using TCP Protocol

![TCP implementation summary diagram]

As the summary shows in Figure 4.2, our client implementation consists of two classes, *FakeRobot* and *Robot*. *Robot* plays the role of the main class and *FakeRobot* is used in order to create a big message with the desired size. Then we created TCP socket on desired IP and port and transferred the message to the server within the desired time intervals. When the server starts, it will listen to the defined port (serverPort) and allows the client to establish the connection. The connection will shut-down when the client sends a line that contains `closeConnection` only.

4.2.2 Client and Server Using HTTP1.1 Protocol

![HTTP1.1 implementation summary diagram]

As Figure 4.3 above indicates, in implementation of HTTP1.1 the direction of text streaming is from client to the server. Client implementation consists of two classes. We avoid repeated explanation about *FakeRobot*. We named the main
client class as *Robot*. In this class *TimerTask* has been used to manage time interval and the FakeRobot creates the messages. As it is shown in Table 4.1, we used *Jersey* to create our HTTP client and send messages by *post* request to the REST server.

In the server side we used *Jetty* library to implement the server which contains two classes. We named the first class *DataCenterServer* and it is the main class which creates, configures and runs the server. The second class is named *MessageHandler* that uses @POST annotation to handle *post* request from the client and to receive the message. In the *DataCenterServer* we setup server on a port that we want to start data transmission on.

### 4.2.3 Client and Server Using Server-Sent Events Protocol

We used *Jersey* in order to implement Server-Sent events’ client and server. In our implementation, the client can send get-request to the server and a while-loop gets event from the server as long as the events are available; otherwise, the connection will be closed.

As the summary indicates in Figure 4.4, the server side that answers the client’s get-request consists of three classes. Apart from *FakeRobot* that was explained earlier, *DataCenterServer* is responsible to configure and run the server on the given port and IP address. Another class named *MessageHandler* is responsible to generate text and handle the *Get* request from the client. In this class we used *FakeRobot* like our other implementations to generate the customized text that is saved in *fakeMessage*. Then we used a *thread* to manage generating messages by sending *fakeMessage* within a desired time interval.
4.2.4 Client and Server Using Websocket Protocol

As the summary presents in Figure 4.5, our client consists of four classes. Apart from FakeRobot, Robot is the main class that creates and configures Websocket client. Here, like our previous implementations, fakeRobot is used in order to generate the customized message with the desired size. It is worth mentioning that Java.Thread is used to manage time interval of generating messages. As it was explained earlier in Section 2.2.4, (according to Websocket API) this protocol is handling the events by some annotations and EventHandler plays the role of event handler. This class uses MessageHandler to create appropriate messages and handle @OnOpen and @OnMessage events. MessageHandler is used in EventHandler in order to create messages. In fact, MessageHandler is responsible to increase the security of data transmission by encoding and decoding the desired messages.

Our server implementation consists of four classes. Two of them have almost the same functionality as client’s classes. DataCenterServer is the main class that contains the configuration of Spring framework and setup the server. EventHandler is using annotations to handle the events and MessageHandler creates the appropriate message for EventHandler. Moreover, we used Spring framework annotations in ServerConfiguration in order to configure the server.
5 Evaluation

This chapter is devoted to our experiments and evaluation. We divided this chapter into five sections. In Section 5.1 we will explain about our evaluation metrics. The first experiments will be presented in Sections 5.2 where we will start to understand protocol’s behavior in detail by sending one message using each protocol. A summary and conclusion of the first experiment will be discussed in Section 5.3 and subsection 5.3.1, respectively. Later in subsection 5.4 we will continue our experiment by changing the size of messages and time-interval of generating messages, respectively. Finally, Section 5.5 will present a summary of our experiments in Section 5.4.

5.1 Evaluation Scenario

Our evaluation scenario was to primarily focus on each protocol individually by sending one message using each protocol. Later on, we checked the protocols behavior under stress by sending a large number of messages (as stream) through these protocols. Also we increased the size of messages and decreased the interval time of sending-message, respectively. Then we measured our defined KPIs for each protocol under mentioned conditions to find which protocol behaves better at message transfer considering time, bandwidth usage and interruption during the data transmission. The results that will be analyzed later in this chapter have been generated by a number of standard network monitoring and analysis tools.

It is noteworthy that our message is a text (the result is the same as that of JSON format) with the average size of newspaper articles which equals to 1592 bytes (calculated by java.lang.String.length). The logic behind this is that the typical message size of the robot application that Linnaeus University is planning to build is 1592 bytes and we used the same message size in our experiments.

5.2 First Experiment: Single Message Transfer

In this experiment we evaluate the result for sending one message. We start with describing the experiment in detail for Websocket and then present a summary of the same experiment for other protocols in next sections.

At the beginning we sent one message by Websocket protocol to check the results regarding delta-time and payload length. In order to calculate the payload length and delta-time we needed to do calculations. This is because the size of message is a bit big and also more than one packet of data is involved in transferring one message (the relation is demonstrated Table 5.1). The payload length was the same during all of our five experiments. However, regarding the delta-time calculation, we repeated this experiment five times because the results of delta-time were slightly fluctuating (Figure 5.3) in milliseconds and we decided to conclude based on the average of the figures.

According to Figure 5.1 which has been generated by Message Analyzer, the payload length for sending one message is the product of sum of 1460 bytes and 185 bytes which equals 1645 bytes (the relation is shown in Table 5.1 and based on Figure 5.1 the flag A is ACK and AP is ACK-PUSH which respectively mean the
traffic is accepted and push data). This is because those two packets contain the messages that are transmitted by Websocket and also the standard maximum transmission unit (MTU) is 1500 bytes [27].

It should be mentioned that all four protocols are the same as Websocket and use TCP packets in transport layer to transfer the message. The results indicate an overhead size of 3.2% for one message that is generated by Websocket protocol (the relation is shown in Table 5.2).

![Payload Length Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.1:** payload length to Send one message by Websocket Connection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload length first message</th>
<th>Payload length second message</th>
<th>Payload length to send one message in Websocket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>1460 bytes</td>
<td>Ps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.1:** payload length calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual message size</th>
<th>Payload length to send one message in Websocket</th>
<th>Overhead of Websocket for one message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>1592 byte</td>
<td>PWS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.2:** Overhead calculation

In order to calculate delta-time (Figure 5.2) we should sum up the time needed for HTTP handshaking (Switch the protocol that contains request and response between client and server as Explained in Subsection 2.2.4) and the time spent to transfer actual message (the relation is shown in Table 5.3 – generated by Message Analyzer).

![TimeDelta Summary](image)

**Figure 5.2:** Websocket upgrade-protocol message (Stack view) – generated by Message Analyzer
To convince ourselves that the above results is repeatable, we performed the same experiment five times. Then we calculated the average from the results (Figure 5.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First experiment</th>
<th>Second experiment</th>
<th>Third experiment</th>
<th>Fourth experiment</th>
<th>Fifth experiment</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.0964</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it is illustrated, the average is close to \( \Delta T_{WS} \) that is calculated in (4). It is worth mentioning that the switch protocol transaction is happening once during a Websocket connection and it can be neglected during data streaming [13]. However, we decided to include this part to more clarify the delta-time for one message transmission. Moreover, we tried to check the bandwidth usage of this transmission and the results is shown in Figure 5.4. This figure has been generated by Wireshark and the X-axis in it, shows the time in the scale of one second. The Y-axis shows the number of TCP packets that are involved in transmitting the message. The result demonstrates that about 10 TCP packets have been exchanged in order to transfer one message from the client to the server.
It should be mentioned that the only part that we are interested in, for bandwidth usage’s graph, is the height of graph which represents the number of packets that are used. According to Websocket API, our client will receive event handler’s messages in OnMessage and OnOpen conditions. We ignored OnError, since we had not any error. OnClose has also been ignored because it happens after receiving the message.

In the next step we followed the same scenario for other candidate protocols but since the process details are the same, we only present the results. We sent one message by TCP socket, HTTP1.1 and Server-Sent Events protocols and the results and summary of bandwidth usage, delta-time and payload length are presented in Section 5.3.

5.3 First Experiment’s Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Time to receive one message(s)</th>
<th>Payload size (byte) – Overhead size (percentage)</th>
<th>Bandwidth usage (packets/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Server-Sent Events</td>
<td>0.10082</td>
<td>1732 – 8.08%</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websocket</td>
<td>0.0964</td>
<td>1645 – 3.22%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP1.1</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>1807 – 11.89%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>1597 – 0.31%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Experiment results of transferring one message

5.3.1 First Experiment’s Conclusion

The results demonstrate (Table 5.4) that since TCP is an underlying protocol for HTTP1.1, Websocket and Server-Sent Events [13,2,3], the payload size, bandwidth usage and Delta-time to receive the message for TCP were less than other protocols and therefore it performs better compared to other candidates. It should be mentioned that Websocket header in handshake procedures is only two bytes which is smaller than HTTP1.1[31]. Also the size of header in Websocket protocol affected its payload size and bandwidth usage, just as in HTTP1.1 and Server-Sent Events. Since we could find about protocols performance by transferring one message in previous experiment and this thesis concentrates more on data streaming, we continued our experiments as detailed in section 5.4, by transferring text-stream using each candidate.

5.4 Second Experiment: Stream Message Transfer

Previously, in the first experiment we checked the protocols’ behavior for each message to understand how each protocol structure affect data transmission when transferring one message. This part will present the experiment’s result of
sending text message continuously as stream. We divided this experiment to three sub-sections. We continued the experiments by using the candidates to send text-stream while increasing the size by 10 times and decreasing the time-interval of sending messages. In fact, in this part we put the protocols under stress of text-streaming to check the results and understand about the performance of each protocol.

In all three sections we visualized the bandwidth usage and interruption during the data transmission by Stevens-graph. Via Stevens-graph we can analyze and find the interruptions clearer. A flat area in Stevens-graph (Figure 5.5) means an interruption which can be generated by ACK or double ACK. A gap in graph means an interruption that may happen because of data loss or lack of data to transmit and Stevens-graph will grow faster if the number of data transmissions increases. In Stevens-graph, X-axis shows time and Y-axis is TCP sequence number that represents bytes sent and increases by each one byte of TCP data sent [25].

5.4.1 Sending Messages as Stream

In this section we started to send messages as stream. First we visualized Stevens-graph for Websocket as in Figure 5.5 in which X-axis shows the time in seconds and Y-axis shows the TCP sequence number.

![Figure 5.5: Interruption during the stream-data transmission by Websocket – Generated by Message Analyzer](image)

We start to show the result for Websocket to become more familiar with Stevens-graph and what we can understand from this graph (Figure 5.5). In generated Stevens-graph for Websocket (Figure 5.5) we noticed the interruptions in transmission. However, there is not any gap during the transmission and it means we did not have any data loss. To compare the amount of messages transmitted by
each protocol we generated Figure 5.6 through which we can indicate and compare the growth rate for each protocol.

Server-Sent Events grows a bit faster than other protocols and as it was explained earlier, it means that the number of TCP packets that are transmitted via Server-Sent Events is more than other protocols.

HTTP1.1 uses request and response to transmit the data. Based on the Figure, the interruption for HTTP1.1 is more than other protocols because a time period should be spent to send request to the server and receive the answer. However, the amount of bytes that is sent via HTTP1.1 is greater compared to Websocket and TCP.
Figure 5.6 illustrates that the interruption for the TCP protocol is less than other protocols and Websocket is the one which is a bit similar to TCP, interruption wise. Exchange request and response in HTTP1.1 per each message not only increased the interruptions in data transmission, but also affected bandwidth usage (Figure. 5.7) by using more bandwidth resources compared to other protocols. In Figure 5.7, Y-axis shows the number of packets that are exchanged to transmit the messages and X-axis shows the time in seconds. It is worth mentioning that in all of bandwidth usage’s figures in this study we limited the time to ten seconds to be more focused on details. As it is mentioned in Chapter 2, Websocket API uses massage in full-duplex manner to update client about the condition of data transmission (Event handling), but the bandwidth usage of Websocket is not as much as HTTP1.1 which needs request and response per each message transmission.

On the other hand, Server-Sent Events needs at least one HTTP request from the client to start data transmission [23] and that is the reason why the bandwidth usage of Server-Sent Events is less than Websocket and HTTP1.1, but not less than TCP which needs only a three-way handshaking to start data transmission [18]. Actually, Websocket, Server-Sent Events and HTTP1.1 are not real transport protocols and use TCP to transfer the data which leads them to have additional high level handshaking compared to TCP [13].

5.4.2 Increased Message Size

In next step of experiment, we increased the stress level by increasing the size of each message by ten-times. In fact, we transferred big size of text-stream using those protocols and concentrated on their performance regarding bandwidth usage and interruption during the transmission. Since the size of article on website can be big and the text which will be generated by robots can be different, so we should check the protocols to understand their behavior in case of transferring big size text-stream.
The results of bandwidth usage visualization are presented in Figure. 5.8. The X-axis illustrates the time in seconds while the Y-axis shows the packets that use bandwidth and are exchanged to transfer the messages. Figure. 5.8 demonstrates that increase in the message size has affected Websocket more than other protocols. Websocket, with its event handling mechanism, exchanges more packets in order to transfer a big text streaming while TCP, due to the three-way handshaking mechanism, still has the minimum bandwidth usage. To get more detail about the relation between bandwidth usage and number of transmitted TCP packets we visualized Stevens-graph.

![Stevens-graph for HTTP1.1](image)

**Figure 5.9: Stevens-graph for HTTP1.1**

The Stevens-graph is presented in Figure. 5.9 in which the X-axis shows time in seconds, and the Y-axis shows the number of TCP packets that are exchanged to transfer the messages. The interruption during the transmission in Server-Sent Events is still less than other protocols and its graph grows faster which means more messages are transferred via Server-Sent Events protocol (Fig. 5.9).

On the other hand, HTTP1.1 still has more interruptions compared to other protocols. Websocket and TCP are two protocols that interact in a rather similar way towards increasing the message size. Also, as it is shown in Figure. 5.9, TCP and Websocket transferred the messages a bit faster than HTTP1.1 because their graph grew a little faster compared to HTTP1.1.

### 5.4.3 Decreased Time-Interval

In the final step of the experiment, we decreased the send-message interval to 1 millisecond (Figure. 5.10) and visualized the bandwidth usage and Stevens-graph, respectively. Figure. 5.10 illustrates the bandwidth usage of protocols in which the
X-axis shows the time in seconds, and the Y-axis represents the number of TCP packets that are exchanged by each protocol.

Figure 5.9 shows the generated Stevens-graph. As it is explained at the beginning of this chapter, the X-axis represents the time in seconds and the Y-axis represents TCP sequence number.

In Figure 5.10 we noticed that bandwidth usage of Server-Sent Events is significantly more than that of other candidates. Stevens-graph (Figure. 5.11) proved that the Server-Sent Events transferred more TCP packet of data (messages) compared to other candidates since the generated Stevens-graph by Server-Sent-Events grew noticeably.

Figure 5.10: Bandwidth usage Websocket □ HTTP1.1 □ TCP □ Server-Sent Events
(Time interval decreased to 1 millisecond)

Figure 5.11: Stevens-graph for Websocket □ HTTP1.1 □ Server-Sent Events □ TCP
(Time interval decreased to 1 millisecond)
By using Server-Sent Events protocol, the server needs only one request from client to start unidirectional streaming from the server [23]. The results prove the efficiency of this protocol in transmitting fast unidirectional text-stream. The traditional TCP protocol that only needs three-way handshaking to start data transmission [18], still has minimum bandwidth usage (Fig. 5.10) while interruption during data transmission is not much and is almost the same as Websocket (Figure. 5.11). It has also almost the same number of TCP packet transmission (message) (Fig. 5.11) as Websocket. Bandwidth usage of Websocket is a bit more than HTTP1.1 and TCP protocols (Figure. 5.10) because of event handling mechanism in Websocket API [30], but since its Stevens-graph grew with the same rate as TCP, the number of messages that are transmitted by Websocket is almost close to that of TCP protocol (Figure. 5.11). HTTP1.1 request and response mechanism proved inappropriate in case of transmitting fast text-stream. The bandwidth usage of HTTP1.1 is more than TCP protocol since its Stevens-graph grew slower than that of other protocols and it means the number of messages transferred using this protocol is less compared to other candidates (Figure. 5.11).

As it is explained earlier in Subsection 5.4.2, we limited the time in bandwidth usage figures to ten seconds and in order to present the results in one second (Table 2), we divided the bandwidth values by 10. Below is an example:

Bandwidth usage of HTTP1.1 in Figure 14.6 in ten second: 70
Bandwidth usage of HTTP1.1 in one second = 70/10 = 7

The same scenario was used for all other protocols and the result is presented in Table 5.4. Also Table 5.5 indicates the results of Stevens-graph for one second. In order to produce the average for one second (Table 5.5) we divided the results of 30 second by 30. In the coming section we provide a summary about the protocols behavior in this experiment.

5.5 Second Experiment’s Summary

Table 5.4 indicates that HTTP1.1 used more bandwidth in Scenario 1, also it had less Stevens-graph’s value is Scenario 2 and 3 (Table 5.5) which means more interruption during the data transmission in the mentioned scenarios. On the other hand, TCP, as the traditional full duplex protocol to transfer the bi-directional data streaming, behaved acceptably in our experiments. The bandwidth usage of TCP in all stages was less than other protocols, also its Stevens-graph’s value was low which means the data interruption for TCP was close to Server-Sent Events and had the minimum amount of interruption. Websocket exchanges the messages further to actual data to increase the control on transmission and handle the events [17]. However, the Stevens-graph’s value for Websocket is close to TCP. As it is illustrated in Table 5.4, the bandwidth usage by Websocket is influenced by the size of the message. Based on Table 5.5 and summary of part 1 of the experiment, Server-Sent Events showed a better behavior compared to Websocket and HTTP1.1. This is because HTTP1.1 needs to handshake and send request for every
new message and Server-sent Events is using only one handshake and request during the data transmission.

In Scenario 3 (Table 5.4) where the interval time is decreased to 1 millisecond, Server-Sent Events generated appropriate result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Bandwidth Usage (packet/second)</th>
<th>Stevens-graph (TCP-sequence-number/second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server-Sent Events</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websocket</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP1.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: summary of bandwidth usage (packet/second for one second) by each protocol.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Stevens-graph (TCP-sequence-number/second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>1592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server-Sent Events</td>
<td>1739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websocket</td>
<td>1385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP1.1</td>
<td>1556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Stevens-graph results (TCP-sequence-number/second for one second) for each protocol.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter is the concluding chapter and is divided to two sub-sections. The conclusion of this study will be explained in Sub-section 6.1. Also a table that summarizes the results of this thesis and suggests the best suited protocol will be included in the same Sub-section. Sub-section 6.2 is dedicated to future work and the prototype plan about this thesis.

6.1 Conclusion

In this study we selected to use and focused on Websocket, TCP, Server-Sent Events and HTTP1.1 protocols that can be used to transfer text-streams based on the criteria defined by the project requirements. We divided our experiment process into two parts. In the first part, we got information about how the protocols’ structure affect their behavior to transfer one message. For the same purpose we compared protocols in terms of delta-time, payload length and bandwidth usage. The results illustrated that TCP protocol performs slightly better than others. As the main purpose of this thesis is evaluating protocols for text-streaming, we continued the experiment process and in the second set of experiments we put the protocols under stress by transferring large number of texts, increasing the size of texts and decreasing the time interval (to force to transmit the data faster). Then we used RawCAP, Wireshark and Message Analyzer to monitor the network traffic and analyze the result of experiment.

Lack of access and information about implementation of scientist’s clients in subscriber side that we discussed in Sub-section 1.2, and the specification of some protocols convinced us not to consider the experiment results for TCP in scientist sides and Server-Sent Events in publisher side. Because we don’t have access to open any port for TCP in scientist side, the information about the client implementation in that side is not given as well (e.g. is a browser or standalone application). Furthermore, Server-Sent Events is a unidirectional protocol from server to client, only. Hence it is not possible to use this protocol in subscriber side. Based on the results of the experiments done in this research we are suggesting that the protocols be as follows:

Suggestion for publisher side in the order of priority (Trusted side):

1- TCP
2- Websocket
3- HTTP1.1

Based on the results of the experiments, TCP protocol as a traditional bi-directional and full duplex protocol behaved better than other protocols. It used less bandwidth while its interruption during the data transmission was also less than others. As it was explained earlier, publisher side is trusted and there is no firewall and restriction with regard to implementation information in this side. So TCP protocol is our first suggestion to be used in publisher side.
Websocket is our second suggestion for publisher side. One of its strengths is that it can use HTTP handshake and its advantages (Explained in Subsection 2.2.4). However, it is using protocol’s information overhead (compared to TCP protocol). Also Websocket sends some extra messages (according to Websocket API) to increase control over data transmission. Such extra messages affect bandwidth usage and cause interruption in data transmission.

Our third suggestion for publisher side is HTTP1.1. Its request and response structure and larger header size (compared to Websocket) causes more bandwidth usage and less data transmission by this protocol.

Suggestion for subscriber side in the order of priority (Untrusted side):

1- Server-Sent Events
2- Websocket
3- HTTP1.1

The first suggestion for subscriber side is Server-Sent Events since its bandwidth usage and interruption in data transmission was less than other protocols and it means it could transfer more messages compared to Websocket and HTTP1.1. Server-Sent Events only needs one request and one handshake from the client to start the data transmission and that is the reason it behaved better, especially compared to HTTP1.1.

The second suggestion is Websocket because the experiment results indicate that its bandwidth usage and interruption in data transmission is more than Server-Sent Event. Especially when the size of message is increased and interval time is decreased.

HTTP1.1 is our third suggestion for subscriber side since its bandwidth usage and interruption during the data transmission was more than Server-Sent Events and Websocket. Table 6.1 summarizes the protocols in the order of priority as suggested in this thesis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 1</th>
<th>Part 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientist side (Trusted side)</td>
<td>Subscriber side (Untrusted side)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Server-Sent Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websocket</td>
<td>Websocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP1.1</td>
<td>HTTP1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Protocol suggestion. The highest priority is on top.

### 6.2 Future work

Further studies will be needed to make first prototype of entire scenario based on Figure 1. If we had more time we could setup our version of Data Stream Centre and we would follow our suggestion and use TCP in part 1 and Server-Sent Events in part 2 (Table 6.1). Apart from the mentioned approach, future research can address stall problem which may happen when the speed of sending and receiving
data in the source and destination are not the same. Also the experiments can be extended to clarify more about each protocol’s behavior. It would be really useful if we had information about resource usage (for example CPU and RAM) for each protocol in order to help organizations about the hardware resources that need to be allocated to each protocol.

By increasing the use of satellite links it would be appropriate to have evaluations of wireless network to increase the information about the network’s behavior on wireless network and understand how each protocol manage data transmission on that type of network. These are all the limitation of this study which can be considered in the future and more comprehensive studies.
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A Appendix 1

A.1 FakeRobot Class

We implemented fake robot to simulate the functionality of real robots. In all of our implementations, we used a class called FakeRobot to create the custom messages in the desired size. The mentioned class has a parameter that is taking the message size as integer. The implementation of FakeRobot is shown in Figure 7.1:

```java
public class FakeRobot {
    int textSize;
    String customText = "..."; // custom big text

    FakeRobot(int messageSize) {
        textSize = messageSize;
    }

    String NextMessage() {
        String fakeMessage = "message;"
        for (int i = 0; i < textSize - 1; i++) {
            // create message with desired size
            fakeMessage = fakeMessage + message;
        }
        JSONObject json = new JSONObject();
        // create custom JSON
        json.put("text: ", customText);
        // put the big-text(our message)
        in json

        String fakeMessage = json.toString();
        return fakeMessage;
    }
}
```

Figure 7.1: FakeRobot class – Used in all protocol implementation

This class contains a big text message which is named customText by default. It should be mentioned that the size of message can be increased to double, triple and more based on the requested size (textSize of 1 means the default message size, 2 means double message size, 3 means triple message size and it will continue with the same sequence). The desired message size will be stored in textSize and inside NextMessage method a for-loop is responsible to increase the message size according to the value that is specified in textSize. Then the message format will be converted to json structure and at the end, NextMessage method will return the message with the customized size.

A.2 Client and Server Using TCP Protocol

Our client implementation consists of two classes, FakeRobot and Robot. Robot plays the role of main class; the main part of its code is presented in Figure 7.2:
try{
    FakeRobot fakeRobot = new FakeRobot(); // create an object from FakeRobot class by default size
    String fakeMessage = fakeRobot.NextMessage(); // put the desired message in fakeMessage
    socket = new Socket(ServerURL,serverPort); // assign server URL and port to connect
    PrintWriter printwriter = new PrintWriter(socket.getOutputStream(),true); //setup an printwriter by using outputstream of socket object
    while (true) {
        printwriter.println(fakeMessage); // sent data to the server
        try {
            Thread.sleep(...); // set custom interval
        }
    }
}

Figure 7.2: TCP-client’s Robot class (main class)

As we explained earlier, we used FakeRobot class in order to create a big message by default size (size 1) and put the mentioned message in fakeMessage. Then we used java.net.Socket to create TCP socket with the desired IP and port. The PrintWriter has been configured in order to transfer the fakeMessage. Also we used Thread.sleep() to manage the time intervals of message generation.

And the main part of our TCP server is shown in Figure 7.3:

try{
    serversocket = new ServerSocket(serverPort); //setup server port to listen on it
    socket = serversocket.accept(); // wait till a client connect to the port
    InputStreamReader inputstreamreader = new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()); //set up communications to transmit text-data
    BufferedReader bufferedreader = new BufferedReader(inputstreamreader);
    String readLine = "";
    boolean finished = false;
    while (((readLine = bufferedreader.readLine()) != null) && (!finished)){
        System.out.println("Received from Client: " + readLine);
        if (readLine.compareToIgnoreCase("CloseConnection") == 0) finished = true;
    }
}

Figure 7.3: TCP-Server’s main class

When the server starts, it will listen to the defined port (serverPort) and allow the client to establish the connection. BufferedReader uses InputStreamReader to setup communication to receive the text (line by line) as long as the data is available and the line of message is not equal to CloseConnection. In fact, the connection will shut-down when the client sends a line that contains CloseConnection only. We handled all the exceptions for the server as well.

A.3 Client and Server Using HTTP1.1 Protocol

The simple implementation of HTTP1.1 client is shown in Figure 7.4:
public static void main(String[] args) {
    TimerTask mytask = new JerseyClientPost();
    Timer timer = new Timer();
    timer.schedule(mytask, ...);  // time in milisecond
}

@Override
public void run() {
    try {
        FakeRobot fakeRobot = new FakeRobot();  // create an object from FakeRobot class by default size
        String fakeMessage = fakeRobot.NextMessage();  // put the desired message in fakeMessage
        Client client = Client.create();  // jersey HTTP client
        WebResource webResource = client.resource("ServerURL:ServerPort");  // specify server address, port and CRUD
        ClientResponse response = webResource.type("application/json").post(ClientResponse.class, fakeMessage);
    }
}

Figure 7.4: HTTP1.1-client’s main class

In implementation of HTTP1.1 the direction of text streaming is from client to the server. Client implementation consists of two classes and we avoid repeating explanation about FakeRobot. We named the main client class as Robot. In this class TimerTask has been used to manage time interval and the FakeRobot creates the messages. As it is shown in Table 4.1, we used Jersey to create our HTTP client and send post request to the REST server. We specified the server’s address and port to use post request which is sending the message to the server. At the end we handled the exceptions as well.

The main part of HTTP1.1 server is demonstrated in Figure 7.5:

public class DataCenterServer {
    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
        Server jettyServer = new Server(ServerPort);  // Define server’s port
        ServletContextHandler context = new ServletContextHandler(ServletContextHandler.SESSIONS);  // Create and manage serverlet
        context.setContextPath("/");
        jettyServer.setHandler(context);
        ServletHolder servletHolder = context.addServlet(org.glassfish.jersey.servlet.ServletContainer.class, "/");
        servletHolder.setInitOrder(0);  // set initialize holder, parameter and value
        // get the canonical name of MessageHandler-
        class
        servletHolder.setInitParameter("jersey.config.server.provider.classnames", MessageHandler.class.getCanonicalName());
        try {
            jettyServer.start();  // run the server
        }
    }
}

Figure 7.5: HTTP1.1-server’s main class

In the server side we used Jetty library to implement the server with two classes. First class is named DataCenterServer which is the main class that creates, configures and runs the server. The second class is named MessageHandler that
uses @POST annotation to handle post request from the client and receive the message. In the DataCenterServer we setup server on a port that we want to start the data transmission. As it was mentioned earlier, we used Jetty to implement our server. We created and managed the servlet to configure the jetty server, also we set the initialize order to the default (0 means on used) and defined the canonical name of MessageHandler to communicate to.

The main part of Post method inside Controller-class is as Figure 7.6:

```java
public class MessageHandler {
    
    @POST
    @Path("/post")  //in this thesis we are only using post action to post the message on the server
    @Consumes(MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON)
    public void createDataInJSON(String data) {
        ...
    }
}
```

Figure 7.6: HTTP1.1-server’s MessageHandler class

This method is using @POST annotation to handle post requests from the client.

A.4 Client and Server Using Server-Sent Events Protocol

We used Jersey in order to implement Server-Sent events’ client and server. The client code to setup a connection to the server is as Figure 7.7:

```java
Client client = ClientBuilder.newBuilder().register(SseFeature.SERVER_SENT_EVENTS).build();  // set server information to connect

WebTarget target = client.target("http://ServerIP:ServerPort/server-path/");  // request to get events from the server

EventInput eventInput = target.request().get(EventInput.class);
while (!eventInput.isClosed()) {
    //read events as long as there is event available
    final InboundEvent inboundEvent = eventInput.read();
    ...
}
```

Figure 7.7: Server-Sent Events’- client main class

In the codes above, the target is defined. By target we mean the server that we want to connect to receive the message (in Server-Sent Events data that is transferred is called event). target contains the necessary information that is needed to establish connection to the server such as server’s IP and port. By knowing that information, client can send get-request to the server and a while-loop gets event from the server as long as the events are available; otherwise, the connection will be closed (if events equals to null).

The server side that answers the client’s get-request consists of three classes and is using REST architecture. Apart from FakeRobot that explained earlier, DataCenterServer is responsible to configure and run the server on a given port and IP address, also the exception has been handled as well. Our simple implementation of Server-Sent Events in server side is as Figure 7.8:
public class DataCenterServer {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        try {
            //Configure Server-Sent Events' server
            final ResourceConfig resourceConfig = new ResourceConfig(MessageHandler.class, SseFeature.class);
            final HttpServer server = GrizzlyHttpServerFactory.createHttpServer(URI.create("http://ServerIP:ServerPort"), resourceConfig, false);
            server.start(); //start the server on given IP and given port
            Thread.currentThread().join();
        }
    }
}

Figure 7.8: Server-Sent Events’- server main class

Another class named MessageHandler is responsible to generate the text and handle the Get request from the client. In this class we used FakeRobot like our other implementations to generate the custom text that is saved in fakeMessage. Then we used a thread to manage generating messages by sending fakeMessage within the desired time intervals. MessageHandler is implemented as Figure 7.9:

```java
@Path("server-path")
public class MessageHandler {
    ...
    @GET
    @Produces(SseFeature.SERVER_SENT_EVENTS)
    public void getMessageQueue() {
        final EventOutput fakeMessage = new EventOutput();
        FakeRobot fakeRobot = new FakeRobot(); // create an object from FakeRobot class by default size
        String fakeMessage = fakeRobot.NextMessage(); // put the desired message in fakeMessage
        new Thread() { // send the message inside a thread
            public void run() {
                try {
                    while (true) {
                        fakeMessage.write(new OutboundEvent.Builder().name("SSE-messages").data(String.class, fakeMessage).build());
                        Thread.sleep(...); // manage time interval
                    }
                } catch (InterruptedException e) {
                    e.printStackTrace();
                }
            }
        }.start();
        return fakeMessage;
    }
}
```

Figure 7.9: Server-Sent Events’- MessageHandler class

A.5 Client and Server Using Websocket Protocol

Our client consists of four classes. Apart from FakeRobot, Robot is the main class that creates and configures Websocket client. As it is shown in following codes, a name for the client is defined. Also the necessary information to establish connection to the server such as server port and IP address have been assigned. Here, like our previous implementations, fakeRobot is used in order to generate the custom message with the desired size inside a while-loop. It is worth mentioning
that *Thread* is used to manage time interval of generating messages. Main parts of our client implementation is as presented in Figure 7.10:

```java
public class Robot {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        String client = "WS_client"; // define client's name
        final WebSocketContainer container = ContainerProvider.getWebSocketContainer(); // setup the client
        final String uri = "ws://ServerIP:ServerPort/broadcast";
        try (Session session = container.connectToServer(EventHandler.class, URI.create(uri))) {
            while (true) {
                FakeRobot fakeRobot = new FakeRobot(1); // create an object from FakeRobot class by default
                String fakeMessage = fakeRobot.NextMessage(); // put the desired message in
                // send message with defined client's name
                session.getBasicRemote().sendObject(new Message(client, fakeMessage));
                Thread.sleep(...); //manage time interval
            }
        }
    }
}
```

**Figure 7.10: Websocket-client main class**

According to Websocket API, this protocol handles the events by some annotations and *EventHandler* plays the role of event handler. This class uses *MessageHandler* to create appropriate messages and handles @OnOpen and @OnMessage events. It is once more emphasized that we only show the important parts of our implementation. Our *EventHandler* class is implemented as Figure 7.11:

```java
@ClientEndpoint(encoders = {MessageHandler.MessageEncoder.class}, decoders = {MessageHandler.MessageDecoder.class})
public class EventHandler {
    @OnOpen
    public void onOpen(final Session session) { ... }
    @OnMessage
    public void onMessage(final Message message) { ... }
}
```

**Figure 7.11: Websocket-client EventHandler class**

*MessageHandler* is being used in *EventHandler* in order to create messages. In fact, *MessageHandler* is responsible for increasing the security of data transmission by encoding and decoding the desired messages. *MessageHandler* code is implemented as Figure 7.12:

```java
public class MessageHandler {
    //constructor, getter and setter
    public static class MessageEncoder implements Encoder.Text<Message> { // serialize object to string
        // define encoder
        @Override
        public String encode(Message message) throws EncodeException {
            ...
        }
    }
}
```

Our server implementation consists of four classes. Two of them have almost the same functionality as client’s classes and we will not present their codes. **DataCenterServer** is the main class that contains the configuration of Spring framework and setup the server. First, we defined the server port, then sat up server configurations by creating the root of Spring context and default servlet and at the end we started the server.

The main part of our server implementation is as presented in Figure 7.13:

```java
public class DataCenterServer {
    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
        Server server = new Server(ServerPort); //define server port
        ServletContextHandler context = new ServletContextHandler();  
        //Create the 'root' Spring application context
        ServletHolder defaultHolder = new ServletHolder("default", DefaultServlet.class );
        //create default servlet
        // create instance of Websocket container
        WebSocketServerContainerInitializer.configureContext(context);
        server.start(); // Start the server
    }
}
```

**Figure 7.13: Websocket-server main class**

**EventHandler** is using annotations to handle the events and **MessageHandler** creates the appropriate message for **EventHandler**. Moreover, we used Spring framework annotations in **ServerConfiguration** in order to configure the server. The annotations include @inject and @Bean which manage the dependency injection and backbone of application. Also @PostConstruct will be executed after dependency injection is done to configure the server. The **ServerConfiguration**’s main methods which should be implemented are as presented in Figure 7.14:

```java
@Configuration
public class ServerConfiguration {
    @Inject private WebApplicationContext context;
    public class SpringServerEndpointConfigurator extends ServerEndpointConfigurator {
        @Override
        public <T> T getEndpointInstance(Class<T> endpointClass) throws InstantiationException {
            ... }
    }
    @Bean
    public ServerEndpointConfigurator configurator() {
        ... }  
    @PostConstruct
```
Figure 7.14: Websocket-client MessageHandler class

The body of this methods can be different depending on the environment in which the server is to be implemented. But the necessary methods are the same for different environments and are similar to those we used in this thesis.